
A  foolish B  thick C  homely D  illiterate

Q1

A  stunted B  miniature C  long D  dumpy

Q2

A  brisk B  fragile C  hardy D  durable

Q3

A  powerful B  tough C  sturdy D  frail

Q4

A  famous B  anonymous C  nameless D  unheard of

Q5

A  apathetic B  indifferent C  inquisitive D  notorious

Q6

A  feral B  tame C  uncultivated D  riotous

Q7

A  disciplined B  lightheaded C  naughty D  vast

Q8

A  strange B  alike C  uniform D  standard

Q9

A  unmotivated B  unresponsive C  indifferent D  curious

Q10

Using Adjectives (4)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

He is not attractive. He is quite ......

That stick is too short. I need a ..... one.

Please be careful with this box. The contents inside are breakable so the box is very ......

She is not strong right now. She is in poor heath and very ......

He is not unknown. He's very well-known around the world because he is ......

He is very curious and has an ..... mind.

That monkey is no longer wild. It has been trained and is now ......

That little boy is always getting into trouble. He is very ......

His behavior is not normal. It's very ..... and different.

He is not apathetic. He is very interested and ......
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ANSWERS: Using Adjectives (4)

He is not attractive. He is quite ......

C  homely

That stick is too short. I need a ..... one.

C  long

Please be careful with this box. The contents inside are breakable so the box is very ......

B  fragile

She is not strong right now. She is in poor heath and very ......

D  frail

He is not unknown. He's very well-known around the world because he is ......

A  famous

He is very curious and has an ..... mind.

C  inquisitive

That monkey is no longer wild. It has been trained and is now ......

B  tame

That little boy is always getting into trouble. He is very ......

C  naughty

His behavior is not normal. It's very ..... and different.

A  strange

He is not apathetic. He is very interested and ......

D  curious
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